Intro
15.000 people on the streets in Berlin last Saturday under the motto:
	“Freedom instead of fear – Stop the Surveillance Mania!”
	biggest demonstration against surveillance in the last 20 years

	Many people asked me on Tuesday: how did you do this? 
	The organizers here asked me yesterday: can you speak about it at this workshop?
	And I asked myself the whole night: 
	what does this have to do with the questions of this panel 
	… about the relevance of national laws
	… and about the relevance of privacy commissioners?


I’ll try to link it, but also give you a quick overview of how we did it and what might be learned from it.

National laws and Multilevel Privacy Problems
international laws and regulations are more and more infringing on our privacy
especially in the war on terror, which is often used as a disguise for more executive powers in general (PI / ACLU: Policy Laundering Project)

	so we have to move our struggles according to where it is necessary


	SLIDE: EDRi-Campaign
	Data Retention fought on the EU level with PI and EDRi until 2005

Then issue moved to the national level
Outcry in Germany’s internet and geek community
	Moved struggle to the national level
	SLIDE: AK-Vorrat


Privacy Commissioners and Public Opinion
We found: Privacy commissioners are still relevant, but have at least two constraints:
	can only act within the legal framework
	if data retention and surveillance are legal, they have to accept it
	are only as strong as public opinion
	the latter also applies for privacy advocates
	We have to change public opinion in a broader sense, 
	root it more deeply in the hearts and minds of the population

three dimensions in our approach
legal and technical analysis and traditional lobbying (cognitive, the minds)
	statements, press releases, letters to parliamentarians, preparing legal challenges
	coolness factor (emotional, the hearts)
	create ownership (advocacy 2.0)

Advocacy 2.0: Ownership and distributed advocacy
not traditional one-to-many communication
	but using the internet to involve as many people as possible
	SLIDE: AK-Vorrat-WIKI
open wiki, mailing list etc.
give everybody something to contribute
	share resources and workload
	after a while, functional differentiation started naturally 
	specialized teams for press work, server maintenance, design etc.
	after a year, we suggested to set up local and regional groups
	SLIDE: Ortsgruppen
independent, but common platform (wiki, email addresses, mailing lists)
	now more than 40 all over Germany
	This all creates ownership and true believers
	Of course, it is a bit exhausting sometimes
	the noise to signal ratio on the lists can be annoying
	but you have to be patient and convince and educate people one by one
	Role of professional and experienced advocates is still on substance and campaigning ideas, but a lot on facilitation now
	In the middle of a transition from an advocacy network to a movement.
Also because more and more groups are working with us now, from trade unions to medical associations.

Privacy Commissioners can learn from this and become more relevant
Good e-Government projects change administrative processes and involve people
Two years ago, at the Montreux conference, I already suggested that 
	commissioners should not only look at the privacy problems of Web 2.0 platforms,
	but also try to use these tools themselves
	e.g. set up something like a Wikipedia for privacy and surveillance issues
	Citizen involvement
	There is a lot of stuff possible, but the bureaucratic identity has to be overcome
	Has anybody tried this yet?

The coolness factor: a case study
On Tuesday, someone asked: How do we bring across our message? It is such a difficult issue, and it is not cool.
	My answer was: Privacy is not cool or uncool itself
	it depends on the coolness of the privacy people and the ones they hang out with!
	if you are not cool yourself, involve cool people
	we went to the biggest German blogger conference in April 
	did a workshop on “being creative against data retention”
	someone came up with the catchphrase “Stasi 2.0”
	referring to the former East German Secret Police
	SLIDE: Stasi 2.0 – Technorat-Ranking
and the bloggers picked it up – top technorati tag among German blogs for a while
	and the next day, someone who was at that workshop had invented the logo for the emerging German privacy movement
	This logo also created the “us vs. them” that is, again according to Colin Bennett, so important for social movements.
	SLIDE: Schäuble
this is our minister of home affairs, Wolfgang Schäuble, the Michael Chertoff of Germany
	and this is what this blogger made of it:
	SLIDE: Schäublone
As you can see at the bottom, it is licensed under a creative commons license, so people could use it for more ideas. 
	And they did. This is what was available at an online shop quickly afterwards:
	SLIDE: T-Shirt
In the web-related community, this is more popular than Che Guevara now!
	The shop owners even donated all the revenue from this t-shirt to our working group for a couple of months
	More activities, of course. One example: 
	In the run-up to the demonstration, some of us did Greenpeace-Style action at the big consumer electronics fair in Berlin
	SLIDE: Big Schäuble is watching
Lesson: Give people something to blog about.

	And as you saw at the beginning, this is what came out of it.
	SLIDE: Demo
More information: 

	SLIDE: URLs



